VIRGA GO
Ultra-Lightweight Battery Mister

VIRGA GO

Portable mister for disinfecting high-touch areas

Spray tip produces a droplet size of 52 microns*
for optimal dwell time and mist coverage

Cord-free operation for
the ultimate in flexibility
and productivity

Ultra-light spray nozzle design

Half gallon tank capacity
Built-in carry
handle

Translucent sight-view windows allow
for a quick check of solution level

2'- 10' coiled stretch hose

Adjustable padded
shoulder strap

Removable 10.8V Lithium-Ion battery provides approximately
6 hours of continuous operation on a single charge

Model #TP200-Q02-U
* Based off of water only. Micron size may vary depending on chemical used.

This lightweight portable mister is perfect for spraying all the touchpoints in your facility, without the weight and waste associated
with many other larger misters. The shoulder strap and lightweight spray nozzle design minimizes hand and arm fatigue compared
to other brands that incorporate the entire machine into a handheld unit, making the Tornado Virga Go easy to carry even when
full of solution. Without the hassle of a cord, this battery powered model allows for the ultimate in flexibility and productivity.
The removable 10.8V Lithium-Ion battery provides approximately six hours of continuous operation on a single charge, and the
stand‑alone AC battery charger recharges in just 90 minutes for quick turnaround on the job. Its ultra-low noise level allows for
operation anytime and anywhere without disruption. The Virga Go is compatible with all water-based disinfectants on the EPA “N
List”. With tool-free assembly and three simple steps, you will be ready to begin misting in no time.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Model

BUILT-IN CARRY HANDLE
Allows for the ultimate user flexibility in
how the mister is used. Can be used with
the included shoulder strap or carried by
the handle.

VIRGA GO

Catalog Number

TP200-Q02-U

MACHINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (LxWxH)
Net Weight

8" x 4" x 12" / 203 mm x 102 mm x 305 mm
Approximately 3.5 lbs / 1.6 kg (empty)

Tank Capacity

1/2 Gallon / 2 Liters

4" STAINLESS STEEL NOZZLE EXTENSION
Helps extend the spray reach to over 3",
allowing access to hard to reach areas.

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Pressure (Max.)

130 PSI / 9 BAR

Voltage

10.8 VDC

Flow

1.75 GPH / 6.6 LPH

Battery Run Time
Hose Length

Approximately 6 hrs*
REMOVABLE PLASTIC SPRAY TIP
Allows for easy replacement, if needed. Spray
tip produces a 52-micron** droplet size,
providing excellent coverage and dwell time.

2' – 10' Stretch / 0.6 – 3 m

Battery Recharge

90 Minutes

Battery Storage

32° - 140° F / 0° - 60° C

In Tank Filter

YES

Skid-Free/Anti-Mark Feet

YES

Spray-Tip Droplet Size

52 Microns**

Spray Reach

≥ 3 Ft / ≥1 m

ADJUSTABLE PADDED SHOULDER STRAP
Adjusts from 5' to 7' in length to adapt to any
size of user. A wide 2" strap reduces the typical
strain found with smaller width straps. An
included shoulder pad enhances the comfort
even over extended periods of use. The strap is
easily removed, if necessary.

* Variance dependent on user application method.
**	Based off of water only. Micron size may vary depending on chemical used.

2' -10' COILED STRETCH HOSE
Provides extended reach and easily adjusts to
all sizes of operators, no adjustments required.

REMOVABLE 10.8V LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Provides approximately 6 hours of continuous
operation on a single charge, and recharges
in just 90 minutes with the stand-alone AC
battery charger.
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